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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Colin Williamson - Chairman
Stories that Unite Us

I

watched the final episode of Game of Thrones yesterday
evening. That is not something I would normally admit to
in polite company – let alone to Instrument Pilot readers –
but I had just spent 2 days while our SR20 had some postAnnual squawks rectified so I was ready for some relaxing
power struggles, if not blood and gore. To cut a long (very long)
story short, the tale recounts the twists in the battle for supremacy
amongst dynastic families in a fantasy medieval epic. Treachery
and death are at every turn but so too are love and loyalty. Spoiler
alert: after a brutal battle in which carnage is wrought by a
dragon, the final episode sees the surviving nobles gather to elect
a new ruler. The idea of democracy and a universal plebiscite is,
of course, laughed out of court. After other false starts, Tyrion,
a dwarf who has most of the best
lines throughout, observes that it
is not armies, gold or flags that
unite people together but stories.
He therefore proposes a crippled
greenseer (who could perceive
future, past or distant events and
was thus the keeper of stories) to be king and he wins over the
other lords and ladies.
So what is the story of PPL/IR Europe? I am no greenseer but
I did attempt to relate the tale of recent activities at the Spring
Conference in May. In particular, the Marketing, Sales and
Membership Working Group has spent much of the past 6 months
developing a story about who we are, what we do and why might
pilots want to join us. To say that some of the discussions went
round and round makes NDB-holding look simple. Nonetheless,
we were able to draw on considerable marketing expertise in the
shape of Jim Busby, who led us through a process developed by
Unilever. Known as Brand Key, it aims to distil the very essence
of a product, service or organisation in an unambiguous manner.
To get there, we considered our competitive environment, target
membership, the needs of members, benefits of membership,
our values and personality, the reasons for believing, our
discriminators to arrive at the essence of who we are.

While there were several ideas for a final set of words, we
eventually settled on ‘Together, we go further’. These are not
merely abstract words, they have already guided our actions and
had consequences. For instance, we revamped our stand layout,
furniture, posters and spoken words at AERO in Friedrichshafen
with the result that some 35 new members joined us, which
is about 50% more than in previous years. Perhaps it was the
copious cake we offered! We will continue the rebranding work
in the coming months and will flight-test this approach again at
the forthcoming AeroExpo UK at Wycombe in June. One theme
that does emerge is that we are a group of IFR pilot enthusiasts
who are keen to learn – and to share experiences and stories,
as we have done since we started out 25 years ago. The forum
has always been a good place
to do this but we are keen also
to expand the social side of our
events and have already held
a number of informal dinners
this year – not for nothing is the
tradition of sharing a meal so
strongly associated with creating and sustaining bonds between
families and friends. Feedback so far from the SOP seminar,
AERO and the Spring Conference (judged not least by the noise
levels of all the lively conversations!) has been encouraging and
we will do our best to develop more such opportunities for storytelling.
These ideas are consistent too, I think, with the narrative
that supports our maturing Working Groups and the associated
member involvement. The Competence and Operations WG has
delivered several seminars throughout Europe including events in
Germany, Slovakia, Czech Republic with one planned in Poland.
It has produced 9 best-practice papers and is investigating the most
effective way of disseminating them to engage with members. The
PBN Manual continues to garner praise and worldwide enquiries
for permission to use it on training courses; we are also currently
exploring a publishing contract with Pooleys that would generate
royalty income for PPL/IR Europe.

“‘Together, we go further’: these are
not merely abstract words, they have
already guided our actions and had
consequences.”
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The expanding Events programme has also kept Jim Busby
from the golf course as the WG aims to expand the scope, scale
and professionalism of our events. Following the success of
seminars and the Spring Conference, a number of members have
generously stepped forward to help organise further workshops,
social weekends and longer touring trips – with both Northern
Europe and Morocco as mooted destinations this summer.
Another highly-valued area of PPL/IR Europe activity is
the work undertaken by the Representation, Advocacy and
Partnering WG. At the strategic EASA level we contributed to the
development of the GA Roadmap v2.0, including the objective of
making access to IFR flying easier and helped set priorities in
the GA Committee. There are a host of technical initiatives and
challenges that keep the WG busy, including working with the
GSA in the promotion of IAPs to non-instrument runways, the
introduction of the Basic Instrument Rating, electronic conspicuity
demonstrations, enabling the approval of GTN navigators to fly
RF-legs and participating in airspace modernisation projects.
One group that has not yet really gained flying speed is the
Airfields and Infrastructure WG where time and resources have
been in short supply. Slow progress continues with the introduction
of an RNAV approach at Sherburn-in-Elmet but progress with the
UK CAA is slow. The aspiration is very much to improve the

“the dramatic changes brought about
to the website ... represent a major
step forward in to the supportability,
robustness and flexibility of our IT.”
deployment and access to GNSS approaches and to engage with
NATS and other ANSPs on GA IFR-related airspace issues. In
response to my appeal at the Spring Conference one potential
new volunteer did step forward and we will be exploring in the
coming weeks how we can take this work forward.
Few of you can have failed to notice by now the dramatic
changes brought about to the website by the Comms WG. For all
the changes to the look of the site, the changes to the back-end
are even more significant and represent a major step forward in
to the supportability, robustness and flexibility of our IT. Initial
feedback has included comments that not all the changes have
been welcomed by users but, rightly I think, the team is allowing
things to settle before working through a to-do list of further
changes and enhancements.
In summary, it was gratifying in Ostend that I could recount
these stories of progress and success, while still recognising
that there are areas for improvement and challenges ahead. As
ever, I pay homage to all those who volunteer so much time,
expertise and energy into making these things happen on behalf
of us all. Having decided this year to split the Spring Conference
from the Annual General Meeting (AGM), so that we could
hold the former outside the UK, we will shortly be arranging
the AGM itself. It will probably be combined with a fly-in lunch
and provide another opportunity to explain our PPL/IR Europe
activities in the past year, seek feedback, undertake statutory
tasks – and tell stories.

Colin Williamson
Chairman - PPL/IR Europe

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
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EDITORIAL

Editorial

he Spring Meeting is traditionally the primary event
of the year attracting most members and this year was
no exception, aided by fine weather on the day. It is
usually combined with the annual general meeting
requiring it to be held in England but this year, the
Spring Meeting was held in Ostend preceded by a well attended
and very jolly dinner on the Friday evening. For those members
who could not attend, John Shannon has written up the event,
which dealt with various aspects on the future evolvement of
ATC. The formal AGM will be held at a later date.
Paul Sherry, having acquired his Seneca and arranged its
transportation to his maintenance organisation, in the second
instalment of his narrative tells us of the details of his restoration
of the airframe and engines and in the final instalment, in the
Autumn IP, his pride and joy will take to the air again.
Mike Munn’s article in the Spring IP on Flying Scholarships
in the 1960’ties has spawned a further article on his early
flying days by Trevor Laundy; Trevor flies a venerable twin
commanche and three years or so ago completed his RTW flight
which took in the very long Pacific oceanic crossing. There
must be many other PPL/IR Europe members with interesting
stories to tell - how they got into flying or some other notable
event in their flying life – please jot these down and send them
in. They do much to add to the variety of our house magazine.
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The BIR (Basic Instrument Rating) has made the news in
the Forum recently and Jim Thorpe who was one of the prime
movers behind the CBM IR has penned an article about this
proposed rating which causes him concern. Again, if you have
views on Jim’s article, fire up your laptop text editor and email
them in.
Jim Busby continues his aircraft maintenance series with
a piece on propellor strikes, shock loaded engines and what
needs to be done to restore the suffering aircraft to service.
Apparently, these occurrences happen more often than we may
like to think.
In this issue, we have taken a short break from the
‘Weekenders’ articles which will, we hope, give readers an
opportunity to put pen to paper over the summer holidays and
write to us with inspiring stories of their flying adventures.
Finally, there are short pieces on fuel duty drawback
claims, now all done on line and an editorial visit to this year’s
Friedrichshafen in very unspring like weather.
Another quiz from Graham Whittle completes this Summer
edition.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle

DUTY DRAWBACK MADE SIMPLE
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Duty Drawback Made Simple
Complicated!
by David Pollock

I

am embarrassed to admit that
on any flight where the aircraft
I have always been (a little)
doesn’t land abroad” is at first
fascinated to know for certain
glance straightforward and simply
how to prepare a claim for
confirms that duty drawback is
duty drawback when travelling
not relevant to an internal flight
abroad. I made my first claim
where the aircraft does not land
in 1991 on the basis of the
abroad. For reference, “abroad”
information in the usual articles
covers flights to our continental
one finds in the flying magazines,
EU partners, such as France and
together with some guidance
the Republic of Ireland and to the
from the Customs duty experts
Channel Islands which are outside
Refuelling in Guernsey, Channel Islands
in the accounting firm for which
the EU but excludes flights to the
I was then working. Despite never having had a claim rejected by Isle of Man which has a special arrangement with the UK for the
HMRC, at the same time I have never been entirely satisfied that I purpose of VAT and excise duties.
was preparing the claims correctly.
Importantly, however, there is no explanation of how the
Last year, prompted by an enquiry on the PPL/IR Europe forum, claimant should determine the oils consumed on any internal flight
I raised my head above the parapet and expressed some views on when the tank contains fuel purchased at different dates. One
how to prepare a duty drawback claim which were obviously out of cannot, of course, separately identify the usage of different fuel
kilter with the majority. In fact, it appeared that I was in a minority purchases once they are mixed together in the tank. An assumption
of one in the way I have computed my claims in the past.
as to usage is required to fulfil the drawback requirement.
As a consequence, I resolved once again to seek a definitive
The second reference “Additionally, you may only claim the
answer and therefore set in train a correspondence with HMRC to lower of the tank capacity of the aircraft, or the amount of fuel for
obtain their views on the issues involved. Whilst I cannot say that which you have evidence of loading since your last arrival from
the answers I have received are entirely satisfactory, bearing in foreign” is more problematic. It appears to suggest that if you have
mind the nature of the PPL/IR Europe audience which is liable to full tanks when you depart, then provided you have evidence of
challenge every assertion unless it is backed up with chapter and duty-paid fuel loading to cover the full capacity, you may claim
verse, nevertheless I did get clear answers from HMRC in relation drawback on the full quantity of fuel on board. However, my
to a set of examples that I put forward which serve to illustrate correspondence with HMRC confirms that this is a mis-reading
the problems. In this short article, I have based my commentary of the guidance. The fact that it starts with the word “additionally”
around those same examples. I have assumed that readers have a is crucial – in other words this is not the main limitation on the
basic familiarity with the process of completing Form HO60 for drawback claim but simply a further limitation which may apply in
claiming drawback.
certain circumstances.
The issues will become clearer if we turn to the specific
Legislative background and HMRC interpretation
examples that I put forward to HMRC. In each case, I will assume
that aircraft G-ABCD uses Avgas, has a fuel tank capacity of 500
The legal basis for claiming duty drawback may be found in litres, and burns 100 litres per hour.
Section 15 (1) of the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 where it
Example 1
states:
G-ABCD returns from a foreign-going flight on 1 January with
A drawback equal to any amount paid in respect of the goods in 200 litres remaining. The last uplift of 300 litres was duty free in
question by way of the excise duty on hydrocarbon oil shall be the Channel Islands. G-ABCD then makes the following flights
allowed on the shipment as stores …. of –
and fuel uplifts:
(a)

any hydrocarbon oil;

HMRC has published “Excise Notice 172: Excise Duty drawback
– ships and aircraft stores” which explains the process by which
claims may be made to recover duty paid on fuel which is carried
on board an aircraft when it goes abroad. Most of the guidance in
Notice 172 is not directly relevant for our purposes save for two
references at paragraph 4.2:
The first “You may not claim drawback on the oils consumed

10 January – fuel uplift 300 litres (to full tanks)
15 January – flight 1 hour (within UK)
25 January – foreign-going flight
In this example, G-ABCD departs foreign-going with 400 litres on
board. However, the operator only has evidence for the purchase
of 300 litres of fuel duty-paid since returning from foreign-going
on 1 January so this represents the maximum potential claim in
accordance with the guidance in Notice 702. The key question
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is whether the fuel consumed on the 1 hour flight on 15 January
can be treated as being part of the quantity brought back from the
Channel Islands or whether it must be deemed to be taken from the
fuel uplifted in the UK on 10 January.
HMRC are clear in their response that the correct approach in
this case is to deduct the fuel consumed on the UK flight from
the fuel uplifted in the UK, leaving a quantity of 200 litres to be
covered by the duty drawback claim, rather than the 400 litres
actually in the tank or the 300 litres for which evidence of loading
is held.
This conclusion is supported by the wording on Form HO60 on
which claims are submitted, where it states:
Quantity on which drawback is claimed

You may load fuel on to an aircraft at any place in the UK for
use on a flight to a place outside the UK. Fuel used on an inland
flight between the place of loading and the airfield of departure is
not eligible for drawback. Fuel used in this way is to be deducted
from your final claim. You may not claim drawback on the fuels
consumed on any flight where the aircraft does not land abroad.
Additionally, you may only claim the lower of the tank capacity of
the aircraft, or the amount of fuel for which you have evidence of
loading since your last arrival from outside the UK.
It is important to note the requirement to deduct fuel used on
the inland flight from the final claim. In effect, the assumption
required is that the fuel last purchased is first used (LIFO or LastIn First-Out in accounting jargon).

Example 2
If we modify the first example, we can show a slightly more
complicated scenario.
10 January – fuel uplift 300 litres (to full tanks)
15 January – flight 3 hours (within UK)
20 January – fuel uplift 300 litres to full tanks
25 January – foreign-going flight
In this case it ought to be obvious that duty drawback can be
claimed on the 300 litres loaded on the 20 January before departure
foreign-going. The question is whether the balance of 200 litres
may also be claimed. Unfortunately, following the same principles
as in Example 1, the 300 litres of fuel used on the inland flight on
15 January must be deducted from the fuel uplift on 10 January, so
no part of that uplift can be claimed. The correct claim is for 300
litres.
Example 3
In my final example, the details are further modified as follows:
10 January – fuel uplift 300 litres (to full tanks)
15 January – flight 4 hours (within UK)
20 January – fuel uplift 400 litres to full tanks
25 January – foreign-going flight
In this case the correct drawback claim is for 400 litres, being the
fuel loaded prior to departure. The previous loading of 300 litres on
10 January was fully consumed on the inland flight on 15 January.
A key point illustrated by this example is that a drawback
claim can never be for the full quantity of fuel held in the tank
on departure unless, for some exceptional reason, the tanks have
been run dry (perhaps during maintenance) since the last foreigngoing flight. The maximum potential claim is limited to the excess
capacity in the fuel tank at the point where the lowest quantity of
fuel is held between foreign-going flights. In this case, that point
is on 15 January when only 100 litres remained in the tank giving
rise to a potential claim of 400 litres when the tank was filled.
In my own aircraft, which has a full tank capacity of 6 hours’
flying, I very rarely land without at least 1 hour’s fuel in reserve.
This means that even if I depart with a full tank, my claim for
drawback is for practical purposes always limited to a maximum
of 5 hours’ fuel.

Conclusion
NEW: PC12 Class Rating
EASA TBM Class Rating
EASA PA46 Class Rating
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
www.oysterair.com
jonathan@oysterair.com
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In the debate on the PPL/IR Europe forum, it was clear that a
number of members have routinely submitted claims for the
full capacity of their fuel tanks where they have evidence of the
purchase of an equivalent amount of duty-paid fuel and that these
claims have been paid without any difficulty. I did ask HMRC
how this might have happened, when the error ought to have been
apparent from the claim form but no reply was forthcoming. They
did however agree that the wording of Excise Notice 172 could
usefully be improved.
I am as disappointed as many others will be to find that a duty
drawback claim is restricted in this way but at least I am now
confident in the knowledge that my own approach accords with
HMRC’s interpretation of how a duty drawback claim should be
prepared.

A PROJECT AIRCRAFT - PART 2

PPL/IR EUROPE

A Project Aircraft
Part 2 - The Refurbishment Starts
by Paul Sherry

T

he next practical task was to move the aircraft and all it’s
associated parts from Bournemouth to Coventry. Clearly
this could not happen by air (!) so we needed the help of
a company that knows how to safely move large bits of
aircraft by road. A date was set for this to happen – and
when the vehicle turned up to perform the transport it turned out
to be too small. The larger one was in for maintenance. So, after
one abortive attempt, we had another go and the aircraft eventually
arrived safely at Aerotech with remarkably little damage – a little
bit of chipped paint here and there but nothing that could not be
sorted relatively easily. What I perhaps did not expect was the
huge pile of boxes and crates (large in both in size and number)
that came with the basic airframe – undercarriage that had been
removed, engine cowls and various parts, baffling, nuts, bolts, etc.
There were boxes of ‘stuff’ everywhere.
Anyone with a bit of experience of project management will
already be thinking of pulling together a project plan so that various
things can happen in the right order so as to hopefully bring them
all together at the end. We therefore had to effectively divide the
project up into its component parts and start to sketch out a plan
for each.
Essentially this consisted of the following –
1. Airframe – to include major structural items such as
undercarriage and interior

2. Engines
3. Propellers
4. Avionics

1. Airframe
Rob and his team had all the expertise and experience they needed
to handle the airframe issues in house so we had no concerns there.
It was just a matter of working through everything methodically.
After discussion with Aerotech we decided to take the opportunity
to look carefully at the whole aircraft. Although this was probably
going to cost more initially, there is no better time to do what one
may consider ‘heavy’ maintenance than when starting with the
aircraft in bits.
The decision was made to remove all interior panels – roof,
side and floor and have a detailed look at pretty much everything.
I managed to take a little time of work and share in this process
and became increasingly aware of exactly how many different
component parts there are in an aircraft. The basic airframe is the
easy bit – Piper rivet that all together for you. But there are just
hundreds of nuts, bolts, washers, bent bits of metal, pipes (flexible
and rigid) and systems (oxygen, air conditioning, heating, lighting)
that get attached to the that basic airframe. And that is just on the
inside….
On the outside it immediately became clear that the
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undercarriage had taken a bit of a pasting from two years of salt
laden wind blowing over it with apparently little in the way of
interval or protective lubrication. There was only one thing for it
– a complete disassembly of all three undercarriage legs. So, after
removal, they were packed up, loaded up into my car and brought
home to the garage that was rapidly reconfigured into an aviation
workshop. Having been supplied with a copy of the maintenance
manual, each leg was taken apart right back to their individual
components. Once that had happened each part was inspected.
Some of the more minor components were discarded – individual
nuts and bolts that could not be saved and were fairly cheap to
replace with new. But replacing larger components with only
superficial surface corrosion would be firstly ruinously expensive
and secondly simply unnecessary. What to do? After a bit of
internet research I came up with the idea of a trial of soda blasting.
Soda blasting uses a mildly abrasive powder, sodium bicarbonate,
that is sucked up into a jet of compressed air and directed onto the
affected component. The sodium bicarbonate is actually a crystal
that disintegrates on impact so it does not damage metal – even
relatively soft metal such as aluminum alloy. A further advantage
is that the soda is non-toxic (though any dusty atmosphere should
not be inhaled in large quantities) and dissolves away in water.
A new compressor and small blast cabinet was sourced from
Machine Mart, a job lot of soda from an internet based supplier
and away we went. Many happy hours were spent on some of the
larger (and smaller) undercarriage components. Old paint was
removed (using some very aggressive paint stripper – special
‘hydrol resistive’ paint is used on undercarriages) and then each
component was put through the blast cabinet removing any traces
of any surface corrosion. It was time consuming, but therapeutic
(in a rather masochistic way). It was also incredibly effective and
we ended up with a kit of undercarriage parts that looks like it had
just come out of the casting process and brand new. The larger
components were sent to Airtime Paint at Bournemouth (my thanks
to Terry and his team for their help) and the smaller components
were sent for electroplating to give them a level of protection
against future corrosion. Costs involved were relatively modest –
under £1,000 to include purchase of equipment and blast media, as
well as painting or electroplating. A lot of personal elbow grease
– but that’s free.
All that I can say is that when finally re-assembled we could,
to use a colloquial English expression, ‘eat our dinner’ off the
undercarriage. They looked spotless – almost certainly better than
new because of the individual time and attention that had been
spent on them.

2. Engines
The powerplants are the beating heart of the aircraft – as well as
being likely to prove to be the most expensive capital commitment.
As already mentioned, neither had been subject to much in the way
of tender loving care since the incident. We considered all sorts
of possibilities – ranging from a fairly minimalist re-honing of
the cylinders with new valves through to a complete overhaul. In
some ways the decision was made for us as we planned to transfer
the aircraft from the ‘N’ to ‘G’ – for our own personal reasons.
Under EASA rules, an aircraft cannot be transferred onto an EASA
registry from a ‘foreign’ registry (in this case FAA) with time
expired engines. Thus the next decision was to choose an engine
shop to do the work.
After much consideration we chose Nicholson-McClaren for
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several reasons. Firstly they have a good reputation. Secondly
not only could they overhaul the core of the engine but they
also have the relevant equipment (and approvals) to do many of
the accessories – fuel control units, wastegates, alternators, etc.
Thirdly, after some negotiation, we were offered a discount on the
labour rate for the overhaul as I could safely say that ‘time was not
of the essence’. In other words as there was lots of other work to
do, then there was no immediate rush to have the engines back to
refit. Most aviation businesses are quite small affairs and it helps
to have a project sitting on the shelf that they can pick up and put
down as work levels fluctuate from week to week. If they had a
rush on then our engines went to the back of the queue. If there
was a quieter week then some work got done. The turbochargers
were, however, shipped back to the USA (Main Turbo) as it
seems difficult to find a workshop in the UK that has the requisite
approvals and experience.
Considering the costs, here I made a significant underestimate
for the work required. I had allowed just over £50k for the two
engines to be overhauled, but the truth was I had not made a
suitable allowance for all the accessories. The TCM TSIO360RB
engine has acquired some more complex and additional parts with
the passage of the years. The reality was that the full cost of the
engines including all the parts required was 50% more than our
original estimates. A bit painful, but now we have twelve brand
new cylinders (only six could theoretically be overhauled because
the remaining 6 were out of limits – and even those six were
marginal) plus a good run in and set up on the test bed, plus a
warranty.
What I have only subsequently come to know is that because
Nicholson-McClaren also overhaul engines for racing cars, they
apply many of the same good practice techniques to rebuilding
aero engines. An example – on assembly of two 6-cylinder engines,
the assembler opens up twelve cylinder kits and lays them out on
the bench. Each individual moving component is then weighed –
twelve pistons, twelve con rods, & etc. The assembler then selects
con rods and pistons for each opposing pair of cylinders that are
in close to weight balance as practicable. Those weights cannot
be ‘adjusted’ but there will naturally be manufacturing variation
in the finished articles. Distributing components of equal weight
opposite each other has ended up with two piston engines that are
close to ‘turbine’ smooth. And I can say that because I have a fair
number of hours in turbo props. It is highly unlikely that you will
get that level of attention to detail from TCM or Lycoming.

A PROJECT AIRCRAFT - PART 2

3. Propellers
Here we struck slightly lucky. The right hand propeller was brand
new, had never actually flown, and thus had not been subjected to
flight loads. Brinkley’s could therefore perfectly legally perform
an inspection rather than an overhaul with significant savings. The
left hand propeller was overhauled to the appropriate standards.
As we had allowed a sum to include both propellers being fully
overhauled, this was a measurable saving.

4. Avionics
Just where do you start, or stop, with avionics upgrades? There
is of course no right answer to this question and owner/pilots
spend many hours debating this, or that, upgrade or new piece of
equipment. Members who frequent the forum will be well aware
of the discussions.
There were conflicting issues – on the financial side we had
spent more than budgeted on the engines, but there was never
going to be a better opportunity to address any requirements than
when having the aircraft ‘in bits’. As PPL/IR Europe members
know, avionics upgrades are not only costly in terms of the capital
expenditure on the equipment, but are very time consuming – and
avionics engineers time costs money. Anyone who has spent some
time trying to get wires down a hole with rather difficult access
will likely identify with this statement. The two of us who were
then involved debated this back and forth, and closely involved
James Sharman of Sharman Avionics based at Sywell. James has a
close working relationship with Aerotech.
Having flown behind a Garmin G500 in the Jetprop, I will admit
to having liked it. Since we did the upgrade in the P46T, Garmin
have made available an upgraded version of the autopilot interface
unit – the GAD43e. For those who know the KFC150 it is an old,
but normally pretty reliable, attitude based autopilot. If there was
a ‘weak link’ in the original system it was the original attitude
indicator – the air driven KI256 attitude indicator. They have a
reputation for being a little delicate, are expensive to overhaul and
not easy to set up. Replace that with data from digital ADHRS as
encompassed in the Garmin G500 and an old autopilot is given a
new lease of life. The GAD43e not only provides such data, but it
also allows control of vertical speed and altitude capture modes
directly from the PFD as well as processing of display of data
from external sources such as the Bendix-King DME – both KN62
and KN64 (we had the KN62). N199PS was also fitted with the
Bendix-King weather radar – the RDR2000. The G500 also has
a capability to accept an upgrade card which allows the weather
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radar to be displayed upon and directly controlled from the MFD.
So, after some thought, we settled on a Garmin G500 as this
allowed a lot of functionality to be brought directly into the pilot’s
primary field of view.
We had two perfectly functional Garmin GNS430’s in the
panel. Should we upgrade these to the ‘W’ version, or trade them
in and consider GTN650’s, or even 750’s? Here budgetary limits
had to be respected as there were other items (both airframe and
avionics) that were ‘must do’s’ and thus had to take priority. As the
primary function of the 430’s would practically only be to manage
the flight plan and supply GNSS data to other digital displays then
we decided to stay with the cheaper option, but mitigate the ‘knob
twisting’ for FPL entry by adding a Garmin FlightStream 210.
This little box allows Bluetooth comms directly from compatible
apps (such as Garmin Pilot and Foreflight) so that an FPL can
be remotely uplinked directly into the 430 with a minimum of
button pressing and knob twisting. In fact almost none – practical
experience has subsequently has shown that the system is both
effective and reliable. An additional benefit of the Flightstream
210 is that incorporates it’s own AHRS system which can link up
to the Garmin Pilot app via Bluetooth. Our ‘P2 Panel’ is thus an
iPad Pro attached to the panel via a removable mount. One half of
the screen is set up to show a PFD (admittedly ground speed rather
than airspeed and GNSS derived altitude rather than barometric
altitude) but in practice it works extremely well as a back up PFD
The final elements of the shopping list included a new audio
panel (we selected the Garmin 345 with 3D audio and Bluetooth
music capability), an upgrade of our GTX330 transponder to
include ADS-B capability, and the excellent value for money Golz
ADL140 for in flight satellite downloadable weather and SMS
communication.
I have previously commented on engine monitoring and my
colleague and I both agreed that a multi-channel engine monitor
was a ‘must have’. The Seneca V comes from the factory with
a perfectly satisfactory set of combined analogue and digital
displays (for 1998) – easy to view at a glance and easy to use. It is
still supported by a US based company (Ultra-FEI) and is known
as the Checkpoint engine instrument system. It seemed sensible
to keep those as removing the OEM installation can bump up
against regulatory barriers. We thus decided to keep things fairly
simple by keeping the factory fitted equipment and adding a JPI
EDM790. The 790 is electronically identical to the 760 but the
display is hugely improved. I have previously used a 760 in our
Cessna 340 and to be honest, did not really find the in flight data
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easy to interpret. However, the 790 has a larger, multi-coloured,
LCD panel and in my opinion, gives more useful in-flight data
which can be used to more comprehensively visualize and manage
engine temperatures. I am a believer in the APS (Advanced Pilot
Seminars) system of engine operation and once the engines have
settled in, we intend to work towards routine Lean Of Peak (LOP)
engine management.
The actual installation of all the wiring for the EDM790 was
my job. Again, a week was taken off work and I based myself in
Coventry for 4 days – feeding large bundles of cables from the
panel mounting location of the 790 display, round the back of the
control columns and other moving parts (carefully ensuring they
were not going to inhibit ‘full and free’ movement), behind the
side panel frames, along the front of the wing under the access
panels, and then into the engine bay. Then came the fitting of 5
new CHT probes (the sixth was ‘piggy backed’ onto the single
factory probe) and 6 EGT probes. The latter involved taking a
very high speed drill and drilling about a 3/16 inch hole in each
downpipe as equidistant as possible from the exhaust valve of each
cylinder. Fortunately I am used to using drills in delicate locations
(in my day job then as an orthopaedic surgeon) but Rob and his
team were on hand to guide and advise when necessary. Measure
twice, check three times, drill once! One little tip I learned – do
not mark exhaust pipes with a normal pencil. The graphite causes
a heat spot and can cause the exhaust pipe to subsequently crack at
the site of the mark. Use a Sharpie! It’s not a difficult job to install
a multichannel engine monitor – it is just time consuming and a
little attention to detail is required.

Bringing it all together
The ‘kit of parts’ arrived at Aerotech in September 2016. Once
we (well mainly Rob and the Aerotech team) had got everything
organised, tagged and bagged, then we started the refurbishment
proper.
The engines were promptly dispatched to Nicholson-McClarens
for their initial tear down and inspection. This is always a bit
of a nervous time as no-one is quite sure what they are going to
find until the engine is in bits, lying on the bench and with the
relevant inspections done. In fact it turned out to be slightly worse
than anticipated as evidence of fretting was found between the
two halves of the crankcase in both engines. This entailed all 4
crankcase halves being shipped to the USA for refurbishment
(remember those adverts you see in GA buyer from ‘DivCo’!).
More expense of course… in fact it turned out that very little
of the internals of the engine were within overhaul limits – the
crankshafts were in good shape but most of the other moving parts
were not serviceable. A lot of parts had to be sourced from TCM
and that is financially painful – a top end overhaul kit for a six
cylinder TSIO360RB is just over £10,000 and we needed two of
them.
There was quite a delay in getting the crankcase halves returned
from the USA but it was of no major consequence as there was
lots of other work to do and so it was not until late March of 2017
that the delivery van arrived containing two new powerplants. For
someone who has grown up playing around with motor vehicle
engines as a teenager, a freshly overhauled aviation engine from a
good workshop is a thing of beauty when first unveiled.
By this time the wings and empennage were back on the aircraft
and it was starting to look like it could actually fly again at some time
in the foreseeable future. I had collected all the undercarriage parts
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from Airtime at Bournemouth and handed them to Richard who
very patiently reassembled all three undercarriage components one
at a time. Again this was an education for me – it is a combination
of moderately heavy engineering and quite fine adjustments to the
various tensioning springs to get the system to work as advertised.
Whilst all this had been going on, James Sharman had been
visiting on an intermittent basis putting in all the wiring for the
new avionics. Unfortunately, a problem appeared at this point
that was not spotted at the survey stage. When I had first seen
the aircraft I had noted a large wiring loom wrapped up in the P2
footwell. On dis-assembly of the aircraft, the cables had all been
properly disconnected from the various services further back
down the fuselage, passed through the holes in the wing spar and
stored appropriately. What we had not noticed was that the same
attention to detail had not been spent on the P1 side – the wiring
loom through the wing spar had just been chopped in two. This
included the wiring to the autopilot servos, ADF (including the
aerial cable), etc. There was no realistic choice but to remake the
whole lot. James Sharman did an excellent job – but parts and
labour for all of that reconstruction came to nearly £3,000. Ouch!
Following that mini-setback, we then came up against a major
one. And it was totally self inflicted…..
The interior of the aircraft was generally sound. The leather
seats were mostly clean and tidy (the P1 and P2 seats a little more
used) and the headlining was in good shape. I had refurbished all
the interior plastic parts and window surrounds (Plasticote spray
is wonderful stuff) but the sidewalls were a little ‘1998’ and the
carpets had seen better times. So we decided to take the opportunity,
with everything out of the aircraft, to address the sidewalls and
carpets. In this state of disassembly, the additional cost of material
and labour is not overwhelming. Via a friend of a friend, I had been
put in touch with a very experienced interior refurbishment expert.
On the negative side – he did not have much experience of aircraft,
on the positive – he used to work as head of interior trimming at
the Bentley production plant in Crewe! I took all the old interior
parts and carpet along and he kindly agreed to help out for a small
cash remuneration. Now I was fully aware of the requirement for
fire blocked material for aircraft and Mike and I discussed this. I
was informed that this was no problem at all and he regularly dealt
with similar issues. He would contact his suppliers, inform them of
the requirements and obtain the relevant certificates.
So, off we went… three weeks later Mike contacted me to let
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me know he had done all the interior parts. I went along to see them
and was delighted with the outcome. They looked great. Mike even
went down to Aerotech to fit them. When I saw them in the aircraft
they looked even better.
I sent off the ‘fire certificates’ to Rob and subsequently he
came back to me to say that, on balance, he did not think they
would pass the CAA inspector (remember that we had plans to
change registries from ‘N’ to ‘G’ and this is one of the technical
points that tends to be specifically checked). After a bit of internet
digging I came across a company – Chiltern Burn Testing – who
advertise that they are ‘EASA approved’. Problem solved, or so
I thought. Samples of both carpet and interior sidewall were sent
for testing. Both failed. Not by a little, but spectacularly, with
dense acrid choking smoke emanating from the carpets. Rob had
the difficult task of calling me with the results and in the whole
scheme of things, I believe I kept remarkably calm. In reality I had
instantly realised that there was no alternative but to take out all
the sidewalls and carpet and start all over again. To his credit, Mike
was equally upset and felt he had been misled by his suppliers. He
instantly offered to do the interior and carpet all over again free of
charge but of course we had to source material and carpet that was
‘aircraft approved’.
What a wonderful resource the internet proves to be and
after an evening of digging I found a company based in Essex –
Aerofloor – who supply suitable aircraft interior material. A call
the following morning resulted in some samples being put into the
post and a rapid redesign of the interior took place. (My partner in
the aircraft at that time then owned up to the fact that he did not
like the previous colour scheme anyway – but had been too polite
to say so). So the new colour scheme was selected. A further call
to Aerofloor to place the order and another heart sink moment.
Firstly, you would not believe the cost per sq metre of aviation
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approved carpet. The word ‘sticker shock’ does not do it justice.
Secondly, the lead time on such orders is usually four to six weeks!
However, it rapidly became clear that there was no realistic
alternative. We could just about get away with using the original
carpets after a thorough steam clean (although they were not up
to the standard we wished). But the original sidewall material had
been destroyed when removing it from the underlying substrate so
we just had to get on with it. A few weeks later a delivery vehicle
turned up at my house and the contents were rapidly moved to
Mike’s workshop so he could move forward with the sidewalls.
Time was now ‘of the essence’ so we chose to leave the carpet
install to a later date. Mike again did a great job in about a working
week and the newly refurbished interior parts (for a second time)
were delivered to Aerotech – alongside some fire certification
documents.
By this time Rob and his team were in the final stages of reassembly. All the flying surfaces were back on the aircraft and
had been adjusted and balanced. The undercarriage had been reattached to the airframe. The overhauled engines had been installed
followed by the props and spinners. All the various pipework,
electrics, etc. had been hooked up and finally a new battery was
fitted. The day came to press the Battery Master switch to ON for
the first time in 6 years. I would have liked to have been present
for that moment but work got in the way. I am led to believe it was
all fairly straightforward.
Once the electrical power had been re-established then there
came a period of testing, adjusting and configuring all the relevant
systems – engines, propellers, undercarriage, flaps, pumps, fans,
avionics, etc. It all gradually came together through the early
summer of 2017.
Part 3 in the next issue ....
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Aero Friedrichshafen 2019
by Anthony Bowles

T

wo of your IP editors made a quick useful improvements and embellishments wearing its French F-Wxxx test registration
visit to Aero Friedrichshafen to existing products. For example, we and explained how the new auto throttle
this year. Phil Caiger and spent a considerable time with a charming worked and also in passing allowed us to
Anthony Bowles timed a visit Piper representative who gave us a detailed play with the Garmin 3000 glass cockpit
for the Thursday of the four day guided tour of their new M600 turboprop installation – both very impressive!
exposition accompanied by Phil’s son, Ed, (and promised a demonstration flight).
In contrast, it was regrettable that when
who was photographer for the occasion. This offers a very useful step up in terms we sought more information (within show
The summery weather we had over the of range and general capability from the hours) about the new Cirrus Jet, we were
Easter weekend had yet to arrive and our Meridian, the turboprop version of the fobbed off by their representative pleading
day there was damp, cloudy and cold. This Malibu, which has a significant following the necessity to leave for ‘a meeting’. Given
mattered not as apart from a relatively amongst our membership.
the strength of our Cirrus PPL/IR Europe
small number of outdoor exhibits – mainly
On the Daher TBM stand too, likewise membership, that was a lost opportunity
aircraft for sale – all the action was inside we were welcomed (by now it was officially for Cirrus to publicise its attributes to us to
around eight vast exhibition halls.
show closing time for the day) by David write about particularly as we understand
Some were devoted to sophisticated Fabry who sat us down in his new 940 still there are now a few around in Europe.
high value aircraft in the Piper, Daher
Shortly after Friedrichshafen ended,
TBM and Cirrus range while others
the Cirrus Jet was grounded pending
majored on sleek ultralights with a
replacement of a potentially faulty
strong showing from the Czech republic.
angle of attack sensor, which could
Helicopters and gyrocopters had their
cause problems similar to those
own halls but we did not spend much
currently under investigation on the
time there. There was an “Avionics
Boeing 737 Max.
Alley” dominated by the ubiquitous
We have already mentioned the
Garmin, crowded out with enthusiastic
crowded Garmin stand. One of the
button pushers next door to a much
criticisms of the Garmin GNS series
more sparsely populated Avidyne stand.
and 1000 suite of equipment was
There were a couple of halls devoted
its menu heavy mode of operation;
to what may be described as “Aviation
numerous button pushes were
accessories” of one sort or another in
required to drill down through the
the broadest sense amongst which was
software to find the desired function.
our very own PPL/IR Europe stand.
The introduction of the GTN series
This has undergone a transformation
alleviated this because touch screen
since our last visit in 2016 with new
operation allowed more primary
refreshed posters, comfortable sofas
menu selects to be displayed and user
and a welcoming band of people
options allow one touch selection of
including Colin Williamson, Julian
the user’s favourite menu selections.
Scarfe, Timothy Nathan, Jim Busby,
The more recent introduction of the
Paul Sherry and Michal Zienkiewicz
TXi and G3X Touch flight display
who organised a weekend outing last
systems bring this welcome concept
year in Gdansk. Tea and coffee were
to their PFD and MFD and arguably
offered and accepted together with
are as transformative to the cockpit
some excellent cake baked by Michal’s
as the original 430 and 530 units
wife. Your editors were fully buttered
were twenty years ago. But for any
up but this apart, it was obvious that
aircraft owner seeking to upgrade
this welcoming stand was attracting a
his analogue cockpit, they are still
considerable number of visitors and we
very expensive units by the time the
understand that many of these translated
costs of installation and modification
into new members.
of existing cockpit layouts to suit are
Overall, we did not get the impression
taken into account.
of any radical new aircraft, avionics or Top: PPL/IR Europe stand.Above Alpi Aviation Hybrid
This is where the standalone G5
other equipment this year but more of Engine
Electronic Flight Instrument (to give
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it its full title) is so useful. Relatively
inexpensive, this will fit into the cockpit
space of an existing 3” analogue instrument
and can be configured either as an AI or
EHSI. Many of our members’ aircraft use
the long obsolescent KI265 as their standard
AI usually driving an equally obsolescent
but still effective analogue autopilot. Given
Garmin’s undoubted technical skills, why
are they seemingly unable to produce
an autopilot coupler allowing the G5 to
drive King and other legacy autopilots?
This would be a winner. Garmin literature
asserts that the G5 can be coupled to (say)
a King KFC200 but in practice, this can
only provide heading/navigation coupling
but no altitude coupling. Bendix King’s
own replacement for the KI256, the KI300,
remains as elusive as ever despite four
years of promises.
For those of us who carry a portable
transceiver in our aircraft for emergency
use, there are now various 8.33 kHz models
available from a number of manufacturers
with additional optional navigation and
GPS options. Adaptors are also available
enabling a Bose headset with a LEMO plug
to be directly connected to the transceiver.
The iPad has become for most an
indispensable cockpit accessory whether
for access to airfield STAR/SID/Approach
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charts, SkyDemon’s
flight
planning
software, Sebastian
Golze’s
data
weather link or
other useful apps.
Both
SkyDemon
and Golze had
stands but time did
not permit us to visit
them. With the iPad
comes a need for incockpit recharging
facilities; there are a
number of aviation Clockwise from Top Left: AutoflightX V600, Aquila A212 Turbo, Dynali H3
approved
models Naked, Diamond Aircraft DA62, Piper M600.
for this but with the
accompanying paperwork, all involve at so after dinner at the airfield restaurant,
least a three figure expense. Despite trying we set out in the now darkened sky. By
a number of cheap web advertised units, we then, the cloud was clearing, so with stars
have yet to find one which does not have above and city lights below, a perfect flight
undesirable side effects, usually by causing beckoned for home.
radio interference.
[Tip:
We
struggled
to
find
Finally, a word on electric aircraft of accommodation at a reasonable price in
which we saw a number. There is certainly Friedrichshafen itself and so instead stayed
a future for these initially in training or in the small, picturesque, lakeside village
recognisance but like cars, there needs of Meersburg. There were plenty of places
to be a quantum leap forward in battery to eat in the evening and a connecting
technology to provide a realistic range bus/train service between Meersburg and
capability.
Friedrichshafen which took about 1hr but
Departure time was a mid evening slot worked well.]
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
Prestwick EGPK
by Graham Whittle

G

lasgow Prestwick Airport is an international airport situated 1 mile from the town of Prestwick, on the coast of the Firth of
Clyde. It is a beautiful part of the British Isles just 32 miles from Glasgow, with a very good rail connection to the city. Why
go to Prestwick? It is a golf paradise, with the Open Championship course at Troon just a few miles away. In fact, the approach
lights for the airport are adjacent to the the Troon golf course. There are many other fine links nearby including Trump

Turnberry to the south. There
is racing at Ayr, a beach and wonderful coastal walks along the Clyde.

The cheapest landing and parking is
PRESTWICK
to be had at the Prestwick Flying Club INSTRUMENT APPROACH CHART - ICAO
RNAV (GNSS)
AD ELEVATION
65
APP
129.450
PRESTWICK APPROACH
RWY 30
which has fuel, maintenance and very
THR ELEVATION
TWR
118.150, 127.155
PRESTWICK TOWER
65
(ACFT CAT A,B,C,D)
3
9
RAD
129.450,
124.630
PRESTWICK
RADAR
OBSTACLE
ELEVATION
helpful staff.
EGNOS CH 52301 E30A
2420 AMSL
ATIS
121.130
PRESTWICK INFORMATION
MIN TEMP -15°C
The aerodrome is now blessed
BEARINGS ARE MAGNETIC TRANSITION ALTITUDE 6000
with an abundance of instrument
1017 WINDFARM
10NM
1576
1576
approaches, including RNAV, to three
1576
927
WINDFARM
runways. The RNAV approaches only
WAYPOINTS
1576
1576
AMSEK : 552520.85N 0040715.61W
became available at the beginning of
ECCHO : 551741.40N 0041852.34W
1037
SKARV : 552247.66N 0041322.12W
2019.
PK30F : 552524.55N 0042050.30W
(2355) (ABOVE THR)

No

RW30
PKM01
PKM02
TRN

Questions:

:
:
:
:

4°
3.5

21

(504)

193
(128)

0
35

TAA

ion

658

(AMSEK)

2.5NM
(LNAV ONLY)

11.2

(SKARV)

9.1

(AMSEK)
(SKARV)

(ECCHO)

TAA

3800

O

4500

R
25N M

0
65

3800

(ECCHO)

350

M

WINDFARM

30

4°

95

0

20

9°

(1428)

1836

2420 WINDFARM

(1771)

1204

TRN

(2355)

4500

ECCHO
IAF

MAX 210KIAS

2290

4°

MAX 210KIAS

03

02

9°

1485
1404

2298

1867

1493
LHA 6000
1 MIN

2159
(2094)

6.0

650

MAX 210KIAS

4500

SKARV
IAF/IF

6°

AMSEK
IAF

4.3

5.0

MAX 200KIAS

887

F

PK30F
FAF

HO

923

N

TAA

C
FRO M EC

(992)

N
25

(SKARV)

5530N

23

M

186°

1424

at

643

M AMSEK
FRO
NM
25

3600

MAX 210KIAS
for MAP.

Annual Rate
of Change 0.17°E

004 30W

RECOMMENDED PROFILE LPV/VNAV Vertical Path Angle 3.5°(LNAV 6.12%), 370FT/NM
NM to RW30

8

7

6

5

4

3

2.5 SDF

2

1

ALT(HGT)

3090(3025)

2720(2655)

2350(2285)

1980(1915)

1610(1545)

1240(1175)

1050(985)

860(795)

490(425)
TCH 56

MAPt RW30 (THR RWY 30)
Continuous climb to 6000. Initially
climb straight ahead to PKM01.
Then turn left to PKM02, then left to
TRN and hold or as directed by ATC.

SKARV
4500(4435)

PK30F
3500(3435)

2800(2735)

4°

PKM01

RW30
304

30

SDF
LNAV
ONLY

°

1050(985)

304

°
THR

OCA
(OCH)
VM(C)OCA
(OCH AAL)

A

B

C

D

LPV

299(234)

312(247)

325(260)

335(270)

LNAV/VNAV

420(355)

420(355)

430(365)

440(375)

LNAV

540(475)

540(475)

540(475)

540(475)

Total Area

750(685)

870(805)

NOTE

SW of
RWY 12/30

680(615)

810(745)

2.5

Rate of
descent

9.1

14.1

G/S KT

160

140

120

100

80

FT/MIN

990

870

740

620

500

1070(1005) 1070(1005)
910(845)

1070(1005)

VPA exceeds 3.5° above 15°C.

CHANGE (4/19): FREQUENCIES.
AERO INFO DATE 07 JAN 19
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569

1057

Aircraft Category

16

950

4°

5. What is the likely cause of the
problem described in question 4?

Answers on page 20

1476

(1411)

RW30
MAPt

VAR 2.4°W - 2019

3. If wind is in the north and the
purpose of the approach is to break
cloud to circle to land on Runway
03, what would be the minimum
altitude for the visual manoeuvre?

Na
vig
650

5.4

PKM02

5530N

(1511)

(1511)

671

30

(1511)

(1511)

(606)

PKM01

2. What minimum altitude should be
anticipated at the southerly IAF?

4. If when loading the procedure into
the navigator only the conventional
approaches are listed. What should
the action be?
a Advise ATC?
b Attempt to do the approach
using the OBS function?
c Load in the waypoints
manually?
d Choose another approach such
as ILS?

(1511)

tF
or

553008.68N 0043427.83W
553256.74N 0044235.00W
552956.96N 0044547.13W
551848.28N 0044701.89W

This quiz concerns the RNAV approach
for Runway 30:
1. For a transition at ECCHO what
is the Terminal Arrival Area
minimum altitude?

004 30W

V

(952)

AR

00500W

SK

MSA 25NM ARP

AD 2-EGPK-8-14
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Shock Load Inspection and Bottom
End Overhaul

T

by Jim Busby
he next episode in our series on Aircraft Maintenance is about what happens if you have the unfortunate
experience of hitting your propeller onto something hard (or even soft). What should you do about it
and what are the processes for managing it? Also, if you have some concerns about your engine, then the
processes described here will apply to any engine you are thinking about overhauling.

Before I go further I am working on the
assumption that most people reading
this article have a working knowledge
of the various parts of an engine, how an
aircraft engine works and what the various
accessories are. If not, there are many
internet articles which explain it (my
favourite is John Deakins articles found
under Pelican’s Perch). Also, in a future
article I will delve more into detail about
how the different accessories work, in
particular the fuel servo systems on injected
Lycoming and Continental engines, turbos
and intercoolers.
Propellor Strikes
I hear many of you will say that this will
not happen to me but it is a quite common
occurrence even amongst (perhaps more
so) experienced pilots. I have done it twice
in my time, both of them really daft and
avoidable, more of which later.

Above: Two bent propellors

You will of course routinely (every time
you fly) check your propeller for damage.
It is common to get nicks in the propeller
and if the nick is large enough then it will
need to be dressed by a qualified mechanic.
However, if you do have a large nick,
which cannot be dressed, then you will
need to understand what caused it and
establish if it could require an engine shock
load inspection.
What situations can cause this to
happen? Well, if you read the Lycoming
service bulletin (533C), it is any event
which causes the engine rpm to reduce
suddenly and induces serious stress inside
the engine. Lycoming even view the prop
hitting tall wet grass (as long as it causes a
noticeable drop in RPM) as such an event.
It can be quite difficult to know if you have
had a prop strike.
I witnessed recently a Mooney that had
landed at Cranfield having flown down
from the Manchester area. The pilot landed
and climbed out of the cockpit to be told
by a local engineer that his prop was quite
severely bent. He swore blind that he had
not noticed anything either on take off
or in performance on the flight down!!
A subsequent investigation at the take
off airport discovered some fairly heavy
grooves carved into the tarmac. The next
day the engineers started up the engine to
taxi it from the stand into the hangar. The
tip of one of the prop blades separated from
the prop and flew a hundred yards and
landed on the grass. Lucky there was no
one in the way.
On another occasion with one of the
school aircraft (a PA28 Archer), a student
was flying it and took a chunk out of the
runway and bent the last 4 inches of prop
at 90 deg. In this event there was no debate.
Going to the other end of the experience
scale one of our flying instructors taxiing
our twin over a foreign airfield hit a metal
stake sticking up in the grass. It can happen
to anyone; again a badly bent prop as the

Top: Runway damage caused by a propellor
strike. Below: The Cause of the bent props

pictures show.
On the two occasions that it happened to
me, (hitting a tie down and a plastic traffic
cone) there was no noticeable damage
to the prop. Because I was not expecting
it, and it happened so quickly, I did not
notice or hear if there was an RPM drop.
In these circumstances it then becomes a
quite difficult discussion between pilot and
engineer as to whether you should remove
the engine and inspect it.
In marginal situations you would
normally consult your engineer about
whether he feels it necessary to do the
inspection. Most, in my experience will
not take the risk and advise that the engine
be inspected. (I am personally also on the
cautious side. I fly a single engine aircraft
over water a lot and I will not do anything
which increases the risk that something
will go wrong so on both occasions I pulled
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the engine for inspection.) A number of
factors will go into this decision. The age
of the engine in hours and life will make the
decision easier if it is close to its TBO, what
are the compressions like on the cylinders,
is the engine using a lot of oil, etc.
Insurance companies in my experience
do not argue about shock load inspections,
so pulling the engine has a number of side
benefits. You will get a detailed look at
your engine to see what is going on. This
does wonders for your peace of mind over
water. You will get a bottom end overhaul
at no cost (other than down time and maybe
an increase in insurance premium) and you
will get the opportunity to zero time the
engine if you so desire (this would be at

your cost, of course, for new cylinders).
Removing the Engine for Inspection
or Overhaul
Well, firstly, you have two days engineering
time to take the engine out and probably
three days to put it back depending upon the
complexity of the engine. Once re-installed
you have to allow a fair bit of time to run the
engine in if you have decided to zero time it
or overhaul the cylinders.
The engine needs to be stripped down
and checked and re-assembled. And there
are a number of mandatory parts that need
to be changed. This will all be paid for by
the insurance. If you decide to zero time it
whilst you have the engine in pieces then
you will need to pay for 4/6 new/overhauled
cylinders and piston kits. Whilst you are
doing this then you will probably want to
renew/overhaul any accessories on the
engine such as the alternator, starter motor,
turbo etc. A typical simple Lycoming four
cylinder Shock Load inspection on its own is
around £12k. If you want to zero time it then
it will be around £20k. For a big six cylinder
engine with Turbo you will be looking at
around £35/40k with all accessories new or
overhauled. The insurance company should
pay for the first part including the new/
overhauled propeller. Here they will argue
for betterment (see later). The downtime
should not be more than one month.
So, what happens next?

Top: A stripped engine ready to be split and
dismantled. Above: The engine parts on a rack.
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The first job once the engine is removed
from the aircraft (work on sixteen hours of
labour at your Maintenance Organisation).
Once it is in the engine shop, the accessories
are removed, cleaned and inspected. Next
job is to remove the cylinders and pistons,
camshaft and push rods. These will be of
major interest as now you can clearly see
how the engine has been running, the state
of the valves, wear on the camshaft lobes,
etc.
When all the external parts are removed
the crankcase can be opened up. This is a
critical action, since as soon as you do this
you will need new bearings and a host of
other smaller items (mainly nuts and bolts)
regardless of what you find. The big ends of
the conrods are removed and the crankshaft
can now be removed.
The crankcase and crankshaft, once
removed are cleaned and then NDT (nondestructive testing) to check for cracks or
damage. This is essentially what you are
looking for in the shock load inspection.
Has undue stress been put on either of these

SHOCK LOAD INSPECTION AND OVERHAUL

Below: Crankcase ready for Inspection.
Bottom: Crankshaft After NDT

major load bearing items enough to signal
a failure in the near future? In the cases I
have been involved with (about twelve),
including where the prop has hit hard
concrete, I have never actually experienced
any damage requiring replacement of the
crankshaft or crankcase.
However, I have seen quite a few
situations where splitting the crankcase has
revealed issues that need to be addressed
urgently. There are many instances where
the crankcase has been cracked from
general wear and tear. I have seen a couple
of instances where the crankcase is cracked
around the front end bearing where the case
was not repairable and had to be scrapped.
In most cases, small cracks can be repaired if
they are not in load bearing positions. Even
if the case is to be scrapped it is not the end
of the world, since as long as your engine is

relatively popular, there is an active market
in used and overhauled crankcases.
In the case of the crankshaft, besides
any cracks, one is looking for any bending
or corrosion. The latter will not be related
to the shock event, but if present may still
require the crankshaft to be scrapped. If
you do need a new crankshaft then this can
add a lot of cost to the bill, which if shock
inspection related should be covered by the
insurance company but if not, it is down to
you.
The next step is to measure the crankshaft
bearing areas for wear and roundness. If
there is any wear then the main bearings can
be sized (i.e. made bigger to compensate for
wear on the crankshaft). This can be done
up to 3 times, before you have to scrap the
crankshaft.
The crankcase edges will be checked
for fretting. This is a roughness on the two
parts that meet caused by a slight loosening
of the bolts that hold the case together over
time. Fretting will be from general wear and
tear and not a result of a shock load and any
repair will not be covered by the insurance
but any cracks in the case from the shock
event will. In both events the case will need
to be overhauled or possibly scrapped.
Once everything has been checked and
found ok, or replaced and the new main
bearings and conrod bearings have arrived,
the crankcase can be reassembled. This
is simply a reversal of the dismantling
process. Many of the critical bolts and nuts
will need to be new as well as the bearings.
New pistons and cylinders can be added
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when going for zero timing, or use the old
ones if not. If you are not going to buy new
cylinders then most people will opt to have
the cylinders overhauled assuming the ones
taken off are in good condition.
Some accessories are mandated for
replacement in the shock load. The
magnetos, constant speed Unit (CSU)
and the vacuum pump will need to be
overhauled or replaced. These will be part
of the insurance claim. Any other accessory
work will not.
Finally, the thing that caused all the
problems in the first place, the propeller.
This will also require overhaul even if
there is no obvious damage. This can be
a considerable extra cost if the propeller
was a variable pitch one, again covered by
insurance subject to betterment.
Insurance issues and betterment.
A few words on betterment; the insurance
company will not pay for a new propeller
if it was close to needing an overhaul. The
same applies to the CSU and magnetos
which are mandated to be overhauled after
a shockload. If for example your propeller
was 50% through its life of say 6000 hours,
the cost of a new prop will be reduced by
50% by the insurance company. So if the
propeller cost £10,000 for example, you will
only be able to claim £5,000 of that cost.
There are other examples of betterment in
the process, with any lifed items that require
replacement such as magnetos and CSU’s,
but the principle will remain the same.
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Instrument Rating Training
by Jim Thorpe

T

he publication of the EASA opinion
on the Basic IR (Instrument Rating)
seems to me to be almost entirely
based on a misunderstanding about
what is required to become and
remain a competent instrument pilot. The
current access for private pilots to the IR in
respect of flight training is already as easy
as it reasonably could be. Indeed, it is as
easy as it should be given the responsibility
the rating entails. The only significant
and unnecessary barrier to entry is the TK
(Theoretical Knowledge) and unfortunately,
the Basic IR does not address this.
There are misunderstandings and myths
which seem to have driven the BIR:• Just calling a process ‘Competence
Based’ makes this true. A true
competence-based process has a
whole raft of criteria for the training
and assessment processes. It involves
not only pilots but instructors and
examiners in changing the way they
operate. (See the extensive Australian
CASA material).
• Higher minimums significantly ease
or shorten the learning process. If you
start the descent on profile, configured
and generally stabilised in accordance
with your SOP then minima are not
irrelevant but neither are they a huge
factor.
• The skill test is full of obscure
minutiae which can cause you to fail.
Actually, examiners and for that matter
the CAA staff examiners try hard to
pass candidates unless their overall
flying is unsafe and generally not up to
standard.
• You can teach basic IF (Instrument

Flying) without integrating it with
other tasks. Yes, pilots have to develop
a scan but it is maintaining that scan
while distracted by other tasks that
is hard. Just practicing basic IF is
of not productive use after an initial
introduction.
• An annual revalidation proficiency
check is unduly onerous. Very few,
if any, such checks are failed. Quite
a lot ‘never happened’ because it was
evident to all concerned that the pilot
was not up to speed. A flight with an
instrument instructor just makes life
difficult for the instructor since they
do not have the authority to tell a pilot
they need training to regain a decent
standard.
• There are large numbers of pilots who
want an instrument qualification.
This is exactly the belief that launched
the 5-year process of developing the
CBM IR. The reality is that this large
demand is ‘forum nonsense’. There are
only a very small minority of pilots who
are motivated to launch into a process
very demanding of time and money
with few obvious practical benefits for
most pilots flying needs.
• An IR will enable pilots to fly
anywhere in Europe with common
standards and less effort. An
IFR flight requires a routing, prior
permission,
customs
clearances,
understanding
more
demanding
weather, more complex navigation
equipment and more complex aircraft.
It is likely the route and destination
will be unfamiliar. While IFR is more
practical in some senses than VFR, IFR

Approach Chart Quiz Answers

1. 3,800 ft
2. Not below 4,500 ft
3. 680 ft
4. It unlikely that ATC would be interested. It would be incorrect to attempt a RNAV
IFR approach without the correct software loaded into the navigator and in any case
the waypoints are not accessible in the database outside of the approach procedure
software. An alternative conventional approach is the only choice.
5. The navigator is not up to date. The RNAV approaches have been commissioned at
the airport after the last update of the navigator’s database. (How do I know this?)
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across Europe demands considerable
ongoing study, updating of knowledge
and preparation.
• Training in an ATO is more difficult
and expensive than training in a
general PPL school. I cannot speak
for all states but it is not true in the
UK providing the ATO is not involved
in commercial pilot training. The
difference in cost is modest, indeed
trivial in the context of the cost of
offering appropriate aircraft and
instructors.
• The typical IR candidate wants
flexibility. Candidates are relatively
cash rich but time poor. They want firm
planned bookings and typically block
out a whole day. They are unlikely to
be willing to fit into the framework
of the average PPL school or for that
matter a commercial IFR school where
the priority is aircraft and instructor
utilisation, not best use of candidates
own time.
• A BIR will in some way be a stepping
stone. This was argued for the EIR but
the reality has shown this not to be the
case. The only potential was for some
reduced TK that gave credit against
the ATPL exams but there was huge
industry resistance to this.
Some truths that apply to all flying are even
more applicable to IF:• Regular training is much more
effective than training spread out over
an extended period.
• Flying is a skill that declines quickly
and currency is critical to maintaining
competence.
• Older candidates, the vast majority
of PPL/IR candidates, are unlikely to
be as good at acquiring new skills as
younger candidates.
• Training hours alone are not a
completely valid measure but some
minimum exposure to instruction is
essential. Hours are the only estimate
we have and indeed are always the first
question prospective candidates ask.
• The most significant motivator in PPL/
IR candidates is personal achievement
of excellence. Safety or practical
transport matters are very secondary.
• It is almost impossible to run even a
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modestly profitable training business
unless one is delivering cadets to the
airlines.
Some truths are specific to IF:• As well as responsibility to oneself, one
has a responsibility to users of the IFR
system especially CAT whose users do
not opt into the PPL safety paradigm.
• The depth of knowledge and flying
capability required are of a higher
standard than that needed for a safe
VFR pilot.
• Being neither mentally in a VFR or
IFR mode but in some middle ground
thinking as a VFR pilot but flying
‘temporarily’ on instruments is a risky
mindset.
• The only competence measure we
currently have is EASA FCL Appendix
7 IR skill test. 30 years’ experience
has demonstrated clearly that almost
all candidates other than those with
some targeted prior experience (IMC
or CPL course) will require 40 hours
instruction to pass the skill test. Even
those with prior experience will take 30
hours.
• There are legally IFR capable aircraft
and aircraft which are actually good
glass cockpit IFR platforms. A few
PPL schools have the former, very few
schools have the latter.
• Its unlikely that you can teach IF
effectively to a PPL unless you have
considerable GA applicable real world
IFR experience yourself. It is quite
different to teaching IF to a commercial
cadet; neither is two crew airline
experience alone enough.
One may hope that the previous
two paragraphs are fairly obvious
and uncontroversial. We might
move on to consider some aspects
of the process that are more open
to judgement as to degree of
applicability but the underlying
issues themselves are unarguably
real.
• The individual elements of
IF are not easy to master but
neither are they exceptionally
difficult. Putting them all
together is the main issue.
• Having
some
organised
process in one’s flying i.e.
checklists and procedures is
essential. It is unlikely to be
helpful if multiple instructors

or schools expose candidates to even
slightly different systems.
• What may be thought of as applied
TK is important. Mostly this is not
TK as found in the formal syllabus;
it is having some knowledge of your
engine, what the antennas do, how to
work your avionics and autopilot, how
to use modern weather sources, etc.
This takes a knowledgeable instructor
time to communicate.
• If you have a rating that has limiting
minima, it is undesirable to teach in
conditions with worse minima. If the
instructor only has a BIR then it would
be illegal. Certainly, any candidate
proposing to fly a skill test in conditions
clearly outside their legal privileges
would fail before reaching the aircraft.
Overall then, trying hard to be objective the
only benefits that might accrue from the BIR
are:• A viable national process for pilots
who do not have level 6 English. I was
in favour of including this in the CBM
IR but after extensive consultation,
it was rejected as an undesirable
extension of a currently fairly limited
existing national practice.
• A simpler process of acquiring and
checking TK. I would be strongly in
favour of this but cannot see how it can
possibly work given that the questions
come from the EASA database. To
maintain confidentiality the examining
process is likely to use the existing
infrastructure. The cost of setting
up new structures would be wholly
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disproportionate to the likely demand.
At the time the EIR was in development,
I well remember attending three meetings
with one small NAA who believed with
almost religious fervour that the EIR would
lead to chaos and danger in their capital’s
TMA. At the time, this seemed fanciful in the
extreme and history shows this assessment
to have been correct. I think that the BIR
is attracting similar fervour based on belief
with a similar lack of evidence.
I will risk some predictions: hardly any
PPL schools will find it economic to staff
and provide a suitable aircraft for a BIR
course. The BIR (irrespective of Brexit) will
lead to the demise of the IMC rating with the
BIR being touted as an alternative. In reality
the BIR uptake will be minimal. The small
numbers of pilots who are attracted to having
an IR will want an ICAO IR. Any small
perceived reduction in costs or effort that
the BIR may represent will not in reality be
delivered. The most committed candidates,
driven mainly by personal achievement will
easily see that the possible benefits of a BIR
are very small and are not balanced by the
reduced status and privileges.
I strongly suggest that those who, like
myself, would welcome an achievable
increase in the currently small numbers
taking up any instrument qualification
should first direct their attention to the
content and testing of the TK. Secondly, but
beyond the scope of this article there are
issues such as access to IAPs (Instrument
Approach Procedures) for training purposes
and instrument instructor qualifications.
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HOW I GOT INFO FLYING

How I Got Into Flying
by Trevor Laundy

R

eading Mike Munn’s fascinating
article in IP120 Spring 2019
prompts me to offer another
account of ‘How I got into flying’
and some insight into the more
generous and relaxed spirit of earlier
times.
In Autumn 1970 I returned from the
USA having worked for 3 months as a
medical ‘Extern’ in Columbus Georgia (I
went through Columbus, Ohio, 44 years
later flying my own Twin Comanche).
The ‘Extern’ job was paid – even though
I was only a clinical medical student still
two years from qualifying - and I was
used as a ward clerk, gofer, dogsbody,
factotum having no real responsibility
but gaining very real medical experience.
I came back to the UK with £300 in my
pocket (my yearly income at the time
was c. £400!!) and thought, vaguely, I
might use this to learn to fly. My father
had been a Spitfire pilot flying against
the Japanese out of Darwin so flying,
as a pilot, had always been something I
was aware of. Walking into the Students’
Union for beer before resuming the new
medical term the stalls advertising clubs,
sports and activities for Freshers week
were in place and among the crowd
was the Northumbrian Universities
Air Squadron (NUAS). The RAF were
offering places on the Squadron flying
Chipmunks out of RAF Ouston, 12 miles
west of Newcastle. As a child of the
sixties I had not really thought of joining
the Military myself but the deal on offer
was magic. Assuming you passed the
selection process they would teach you to
fly for free. That would leave my £300
free for beer, motorbikes and some food.
There were several stages to selection.
Firstly, you were interviewed, of course,
largely to ascertain that you might
consider the RAF as a career (and that the
RAF could consider you employable). I
cannot remember what lies or diplomatic
evasions were necessary but having
already fooled the very conservative
medical establishment of that era for
four years, I think I was relatively
well rehearsed. However, there was no
obligation to join the Service as a regular,
and in the three years I spent on the Air
Squadron I received encouragement
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but was never pressured or actively
persuaded to sign up.
Then there was the medical. This was
to an A3G3Z3 standard. In broad outline
this system characterised an individual’s
fitness for Aircrew duties, Ground duties
and service in climatic Zones:- In this
situation the A3 was fit to fly the Chipmunk
only as pilot, no passenger restriction;
the G3 was base areas only – essentially
the UK and Z3 was service in temperate
climates. However, the medical had to be
passed without revealing anything that
could later disqualify you from gaining
the coveted (and unrestricted) A1G1Z1
category necessary to enter formal RAF
flying training. In those days the wearing
of eyeglasses precluded service flying
training. While the RAF regarded the
University Air Squadrons as more PR
exercise than recruiting agencies, their
provision of no-strings-attached, free,
high quality, flying training assured the
PR element; nevertheless they would
only provide it to individuals who had
the potential to enter the regular Service
as pilots.
Not only did the RAF teach you to fly
for free, they also paid a small bursary
(£40 a term, I think) and a slightly larger
‘bounty’ for attending the summer camp
at an operational station and doing more
intensive flying training. Both at our
home base and on these camps we were
introduced to the Service and the social
life of the mess; for an impoverished
medical student the price of beer in the
mess was a big bonus. The RAF were
as good as their word with the offer of
free flying. Although some members
of the Air Squadron were signed up for
regular service after graduation and were
paid as (very) junior officers I, like many
others, remained a civilian albeit with
the nominal rank of Officer Cadet. There
was no longer term commitment and
no financial inducement apart from the
small bursary payments.
But it was the flying that grabbed
me. Learning on a cartridge starting, tail
wheel, aerobatic aircraft was special. I
had frequent exposure to aerobatics and
spinning before I went solo. The service
QFIs who taught us had very different
backgrounds; Argosies, Victor-tankers

Lightnings and Helicopters are ones I
remember, but they competed with each
other in aeros competitions and tried to
get their individual students to engage.
We were being taught by professionaI
service pilots. I believe that the training
to explore the aerodynamic envelope
in max rate turns, emergency breaks,
aerobatics, stalling and spinning at an
early stage is a great background for any
future flying. After a long flying career, I
am only too well aware that my personal
ability is limited but having been given
this start by the RAF is something I am
still grateful for and still appreciate.
Apart from the Easter and Summer
‘camps’ the flying in term time was
available on a Wednesday to Sunday
regime and it was there for the taking.
In those days the amount of flying you
did was only limited by your availability
from your studies otherwise known as
your willingness to goof off. The flying
training was to a specific syllabus with
progress depending on the student’s
ability and enthusiasm to make himself
available at RAF Ouston. This required
some effort as its location, 12 miles west
of Newcastle, was and I suspect still is, a
fairly remote part of north east England
not served by any public transport. The
RAF put on service transport from Town
Headquarters in central Newcastle at the
beginning and end of the duty days, but
as my medical commitments on the wards
rarely allowed me to take whole days
off, I was dependant on pushbikes and
motorbikes to further my flying.
The syllabus went from complete
novice to first solo on the fairly demanding
tail wheel type that the Chipmunk is.
Then, after circuit consolidation, the
recurring general handling and ‘essential
exercises’ stalling, spinning, steep turns,
EFATOs and PFLs and later moving
onto the various aspects of applied
flying; cross countries, instrument flying
and, typically for RAF flying training,
aerobatics, emergencies, formation flying
and low level flight. The Chipmunk T10
in the early 1970s had one radio with
pre-selected crystal frequencies (8 of
them, I think) but we rarely used more
than studs 1 and 2 and the crystals had
to be changed for the rare occasions we
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went far afield. It had the old horizontal
gyro-slightly-stabilized DI with lubber
line. This precessed rapidly and had be
resynchronised against the large fluid
filled compass between our knees. But
as the DI spent a lot of its time ‘caged’
because the nature of our flying, resynchronising it was routine anyway.
Remembering to uncage it was important
to navigate subsequently!
During my third year in the Squadron I
obtained the Budgie wings. My log book
has the entry:- “ in accordance with QR
728 Cdt Pilot T J Laundy has qualified
for the Preliminary Flying Badge, signed
by D J Hamilton-Rump, Squadron Leader
OC NUAS” The course included the
BIFG, the basic instrument flying grading.
The aircraft instruments reflected an era
when “blind flying” had been a novelty
-AH, T&S, RCDI, compass and DI and
the one ‘crystal’ radio, but no navigation
equipment as we know it today. These
airframes were not fitted with VOR/ILS,
DME or ADF, and GPS had not been
invented; a moving map in the cockpit
was inconceivable except as a paper
chart falling on the floor. The approaches
we had came under the generic heading
GCA, Ground Controlled Approach. We
used radar for SRA and PARs when we
were at an equipped RAF station. At the
home base, RAF Ouston we used the ATC
provided QGH procedure. This depended
on the controller determining your
position in azimuth from an indication
produced by your radio transmission.
You were given radio bearings to the
overhead, a combination of timing and
bearings on an outbound leg, a platform
turn and inbound with further radio
bearings. Essentially a cloud break
procedure orientated to the runway in use.
It seemed quite advanced and demanding
at the time and was certainly useful for
getting back to the airfield.
The RAF’s soft touch approach to
recruiting worked on me and I left my
teaching hospital house jobs, not for
an academic medical career but for an
alternative life in HM forces. Further
flying training in the RAF allowed me to
get instrument ratings on the Jet Provost
and the Gnat and while the RAF decided
(correctly) that I was more useful and
more talented as a doctor than as an
operational fast jet pilot, the interest
in flying was sustained throughout my
subsequent career. But that is another
story.
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Events
Cranfield Digital Tower Visit

20th July

Come and visit Cranfield Airport in July and visit the new digital tower. Also visit the
aviation department at the university and get a tour of all the activities in the new digital
research centre. A barbecue is planned (weather permitting). There will be no charge
for this session, apart from landing fee (reduced) and possibly for food if the barbecue
is held. (https://pplir.org/event/cranfield-digital-tower-visit/)

Weekend Trip to Graz Austria
26th - 28th July

When it comes to Austria, most people think about Vienna or Salzburg but they are
missing another jewel in the crown of this now small country, once heart of a huge
empire: Graz, Austria’s second largest city. Situated at the southeastern border of the
alps but accessible through a nice low airway, Graz is a wonderful town, full of history,
great restaurants and culture - perfect for a weekend trip. Patrick Lienhart, a local
PPL/IR Europe member, has kindly offered to host us, show us around and give us
the sense of Graz. We will assemble on Friday evening for a welcome dinner, spend
Saturday on a guided tour of the city followed by more food and then return… or head
on to some other destinations located conveniently close to Graz such as: LIPV Venice,
LJPZ Portoroz, LJMB Maribor (6 Landings for 26€), LOWZ Zell am See, etc… Please
register early as there is no charge. We will share costs, such as food and museum
entrances after the event. (https://pplir.org/event/weekend-trip-to-graz-austria/)

Extended Tour to Morocco via Cordoba
15th - 26th September

Join this fantastic trip being organised by Eleonora Lungu. In summary, we will all
meet up in Cordoba between the 15th and 17th September. We will then depart on a
flying tour to include Casablanca, Rabat, Marrakesh, Ourzate, Zagora (in the desert)
and finally, Fes. Departure home will be via Gibraltar on the 25th September. For
people who cannot spend the whole time with the trip then there will be the possibility
to join later or leave earlier. (https://pplir.org/event/extended-tour-to-morocco-viacordoba/)

Weather Seminar
28th September

Presented by Alan South and hosted by Dirk De Jonge, Kortrijk (EBKT) in Belgium.
The best safety device in any aircraft is a well-trained pilot. Weather related events
account for a high percentage of general aviation (GA) accidents and for one of the
highest fatality rates. In the US, 29% of the GA accidents are related to severe weather.
Thunderstorm encounters are deadly almost 80% of the time. Our objective for this one
day seminar is to bring pilots the latest in weather planning and monitoring information.
Numerical weather models such as the GFS model are providing pilots with new ways
to look at the weather. Nowcasting and cheap datalink satellite weather solutions offer
crews a way to stay up-to-date with the latest weather developments even during flight.
To facilitate a PPL/IR Europe event in continental Europe, Dirk de Jonge, is hosting
and Alan South will present the 5th version of the very popular weather seminar. We
are planning interactive sessions with all participants and to that end, attendance is
limited to 20 people. If oversubscribed, priority will be given to less experienced pilots
and those who did not attend the previous seminars. The purpose of the day is to review
and train for weather decision making on routes and using equipment typically flown
by PPL/IR Europe members. (https://pplir.org/event/weatherseminarjune2019/)
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PPL/IR Europe Spring Conference
Ostend - 18th May 2019
by John Shannon

T

his year’s Spring Conference took place at the excellent
Restaurant Runway 26=08. The restaurant, as the name
suggests, overlooks Ostend Airport runway and aircraft
parking area. Saturday was a fine day and the restaurant
has an outside seating area with comfortable seats and
sofas, which most attendees could use to sit in the sun and enjoy
coffee, etc. during the breaks. The conference took place in an
upstairs conference room which was an excellent venue and this
article is a short precis of the presentations.
Colin Williamson gave a few introductory remarks in which
he identified the broad conference theme as ‘Managing General
Aviation traffic.’

Digital Towers and running GA Airfields
Rob Abbott, Cranfield Airport
Rob Abbott’s talk covered an introduction to the Digital Tower, and
an analysis of airport operations and costs with particular reference
to General Aviation.
Cranfield Airport and University, with financial and technical
help from others, particularly Saab, has been researching and
implementing a digital tower at Cranfield Airport that will soon
allow the provision of tower services to remote sites. The two
principal future advantages that can be derived by implementing
the digital tower are its ability to help overcome the serious
shortage of qualified ATC personnel and spread the costs of tower
operations over more than one airport when working in multiple
airport configuration. Cranfield, as a university, is building a £67m
Digital Aviation Research and Technology Centre (with funding
from a number of sources including UK Government and aviation
OEMs) to support research in this area.
Rob outlined the considerable costs of running any airport,
including ones which are open to GA. Depending on the mix of
traffic, nearly all airport revenues at Cranfield and similar airports
come from fees from larger business aircraft which need instrument
approaches and ATC services. Some airports, which have not sold
nearby land owned by them nor long leased hangerage at low
rents, can supplement the business aircraft fees by rents of airport
properties. Fees from the activities of smaller general aviation
aircraft and flying schools are only a minor part of the financial
basis for airports that want to attract business traffic. Coventry
airport’s well publicised financial problems and the withdrawal
of its instrument approaches and ATC is a good example of the
difficulties that airport operators can face and Coventry’s recent
success in re-imagining as a FISO only airport is a good indication
of how the cost verses revenue argument is being approached
by airport managers. It is very difficult to attract qualified ATC
personnel unless the airport is seen to be financially sound and
capable of providing a career progression and support for such
controllers. Rob indicated the current way services in the UK are
provided leaves little appetite from those providers to mix services,
but maybe a digital tower and the ability to turn ATC on and off
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depending on the category of flight (via a remote tower) could give
some airports a different business model. On average, to provide
a 7 day week/365 day year service, most towers of similar size
would need about five to six controllers on their staff to make them
sustainable. A qualified controller (together with training costs,
national insurance, pension etc.) costs in the region of £70,000 a
year!
Rob’s view is that there will be further consolidation of some
larger general aviation airports in the UK due to the above financial
pressures. There will remain a place for smaller GA airfields with
AFIS based services and low fixed costs, and business oriented
General Aviation airports who are able to provide the services to
attract business operators.

The impact of new technology on ATC in
Europe
Damian Glennon, Senior Air Traffic Controller
Much of Damian’s talk was about systems that are or will be used
by larger commercial air transport. However, by making ATC
and traffic management more efficient, the new technologies will
have a beneficial effect on General Aviation. In addition, some of
these developments – in particular ADS-B - either are relevant to
General Aviation now or will be in the reasonably near future.
Communications and Surveillance
Traditional VHF voice-based communication (1940’s technology)
remains a weak point in modern ATC systems. Voice communication
systems are expensive to operate, difficult to expand, are somewhat
unreliable and cannot be automated. This explains the efforts made
by the Aviation Authorities to reduce reliance on voice-based
systems.
Controller Pilot Data Link Communication
This (currently) VHF based data link provides information/
clearances in message form on the aircraft’s datalink control and
display unit (DCDU) in the cockpit. It has a specific message menu
and can be used, amongst other things, to transfer flight plans and
ATC instructions. Pilots log on to the system for each ATSU that
they are in contact with in order for the controller to be assured that
the link is working. There are auto handover systems to transfer
the data link to the next ATSU along the flight. CPDLC, which at
the moment is used in Europe and across parts of the Atlantic, and
is planned to be used elsewhere, bypasses some of the bottlenecks
created by VHF/HF voice communications and therefore increases
system capacity. At present in the U.S., CPDLC is used exclusively
for clearance delivery. Enroute capability will be rolled out at a
later date.
ADS B
ADS-B is an enhanced version of the Mode S transponder
specification; ADS-B uses the aircraft GPS system for position
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information and provides a number of flight parameters to the
controller, including heading, IAS/Mach number and altitude. By
providing this information to the controller, surveillance quality is
improved and, again, verbal communications are reduced.
The European ADS-B Out mandate requires aircraft with a
maximum take-off weight of 5,700 kg (12,500 pounds) or greater
or a maximum cruise speed of more than 250 knots to be equipped
with ADS-B by June 7 2020.
In the United States, nearly all aircraft, including aircraft of less
than 12,500lbs must be ADS-B out equipped by January 1 2020 if
they fly in controlled and certain other airspace – whether under
IFR or VFR rules. European based General Aviation aircraft will
need to be ADS-B equipped if they are going to fly to the US.
ADS-C
ADS-C is a recent development. It is an automated surveillance
information system that sends position and other flight reports to the
ATSU. After initial logon/notification, a link is established between
the ground system and the aircraft. Without pilot input, the ATSU/
Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC) can establish a “contract”
with the aircraft to receive reports of aircraft identification,
aircraft position and altitude, Mach number, vertical rate, true
track, magnetic heading, ground speed, navigation waypoints,
other Flight Management System information and meteorological
data. The ADS-C application also supports emergency alerting.
An ADS-C emergency report is a periodic report that is tagged
as an “emergency” report, allowing the emergency situation to
be highlighted to ATC. The above allows aircraft to download to
ATC trajectory information (vertical profile) and it is the intention
that 20% of aircraft operating within European Civil Aviation
Conference countries in the ICAO EUR region (45% of flights)
will be equipped to be able to download aircraft trajectories using
ADS-C by 1st January 2026. (My son flies a Boeing 787 which is
already equipped with ADS-C and CPDLC.) A mismatch between
the altitude preselected in the aircraft Flight Management System
and the ATSU assigned altitude gives rise to a yellow warning to
the Controller, a great safety feature. Again, the use of ADS-C will
further reduce the use of VHF based communications.
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strain on the air traffic system. Only time will tell whether the
technological advances mentioned in the talk will be able to allow
the system to cope with these increased demands. But without
them it is very likely that the ATC system reasonably soon may be
unable to cope.
A good introduction to Data Link Communications is given in
the FAA Circular AC 90-117.

Why do we make the technology choices we
do?
Jyrki Paajanen Policy officer European Commission
Jyrki started by explaining that his talk expressed his own opinions
and, in no sense was he expressing the views of the European
Commission.
The rulemaking processes.
EASA plus stakeholders from the airspace users, manufacturers, air
navigation service providers, national authorities etc. draft EASA
opinions - containing proposals for new or revised laws -which go
to the EU Commission. Depending on the subject, the Commission
then goes either to the Member States or both the Member States
and the European Parliament asking them to agree to those laws.
At every step of the way, we also have organisations like PPL/IR,
EAS, IATA, CANSO etc. trying to influence the outcome. Some of
these organisations are very influential. Some have a lot of money,
but the two do not necessarily equal each other. The level of
influence is much more related to the level of engagement, ability
to understand other people’s viewpoints and negotiating skills that

[Type text]

Navigation
Most of current enroute navigation is based initially on flight plans.
This allows for a stable predictable environment where flight plan
management can optimise route capacity and compare filed plans
with the declared maximum capacity of the ATC system. However,
controllers will often use their initiative to improve/shorten routes
based on current information and weather. Artificial intelligence
is now being used to analyse the changes controllers are making;
the result of such AI based analysis is to provide information to
controllers that allows them to learn from such changes so that
optimum routes can be used. In addition, with the introduction of
ADS-C, ATS providers will be required from 1st January 2025 to
enable Trajectory Information Sharing so that the timing of climbs
and descents can be optimised – in due course for the whole flight
from departure taxi to parking after landing.
Implications for Controllers
There is a significant shortage of ATCO’s in Europe. It takes three
years to train an ATCO. 85% of the cost of an air traffic system is
made up of ATCO related costs. Forecasts for airline travel show a
continuing increase over the next twenty years putting ever further

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
Web: www.jd-aviation.co.uk
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their representatives bring to the table.
What leads to a decision?
Technical expertise is important but so are other constraints and
drivers.
• Inertia, or power of tradition. For example, in one country
there were concerns technical personnel would be out of
work. They were OK with PBN, as long as most of the old
technology is kept going – thus negating much of the financial
benefit. Another wanted to keep NDBs going in order to be
able to train for NDB approaches.
• Not having a good idea of what the problem is that we
are trying to solve. (‘A solution looking for a problem’).
Sometimes the experts get it wrong too. For example, with the
requirement for Mode S transponders, Jyrki learned that when
speaking to different advocates of the new system, the reasons
they quoted for needing that system were quite different. One
group said the problem was that we were running out of the
four-digit mode A/C codes. Another group said it was that
Mode S increased accuracy of detection and thus allowed
closer spacing between aircraft. A third one said the radars
could handle more returns and thus handle more traffic. Yet
another said that all this was secondary and the real reason was
to allow the broadcasting of additional information, such as
selected flight levels or other trajectory data. This last function
of course is no longer pure Mode S, but actually ADS-B.
However much of difficulties with the final implementation
was because the problem was none of the above but, in fact,
the need for interoperability worldwide.
• Need for interoperability. For example, when the Americans
started designing the Mode-S system in the 1960’s, they
needed to keep it interoperable with the air traffic control
systems that had been installed in the 1940’s and 50’s. In a
sense, the engineers have worked miracles to make the system
meaningful now that it is finally being implemented 50 years
later. After the initial teething troubles, it actually fulfils many
of the hopes that were put on it – and will fulfil even more
once the service providers complete the installation of mode S
radars and ADS-B capability.
• Nationalism or protectionism. For example, 8.33 KHz
radios. About 15 years ago it was becoming clear that we were
running out of available frequencies in Europe. It was also
evident that the other big aviation area, - namely the US –
did not have the same problem. Hence Eurocontrol came up
with the simple idea that if we just all agreed to sit around a
table and share the frequencies we have in an optimal manner,
the whole problem would go away. The solution was simple,
cheap, effective, and next to impossible to implement. The
trouble with that solution was that it required the Member
States to give up their sovereignty in the form of having
control over the frequencies used in their country. The States
were practically unanimous in their opposition. The option
chosen was to introduce 8.33 KHz spacing. It meant changing
practically every radio to move from 25 KHz to 8.33 KHz
channel spacing, thus creating lots of new frequencies. At the
time Commission estimated that in the lower airspace alone –
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i.e. not counting airlines or Area Control Centres – the cost of
that option was over 800 million Euros!
• Money – especially too much of it. For example SESAR. The
challenges faced by the SESAR project are a good example
of this problem. The basic idea of SESAR is very solid. We
have the problem that the ATM system is outdated and unable
to handle the capacity needs facing us. Short of doing the
morally right thing and reducing the amount of flying we do,
the only solution is to increase the capacity and that means
new technology. Since technological development is difficult,
we created – with some initiative from the manufacturing
industry – a project that aims to develop and deploy a new
generation ATM system across the EU. To prime the pump,
a bit of public funding is then fed into this. However, when
you have money available, it becomes very attractive for the
stakeholders involved to prolong the R&D phase and always
propose yet another research idea that needs public funding.
Since that money translates into jobs, it tends to be popular
politically.
It takes a very brave actor to step in and say at some point
that what we have on the table now is good enough and if there
are problems later on, we’ll fix them later.
• And the worst of them: In this cut-rate world of ours, we
never have time to do anything properly, but we always seem
to accept the need to have time to develop fixes to the decision
errors later. Unfortunately, Jyrki ran out of time to discuss this
point further!
Conclusion
Jyrki emphasised that he is not saying that everything we do is
stupid or unjustified or illogical or a failure – far from it. In fact,
in the big scheme of things, we seem to be doing fairly well and
certainly better than Member States had done previously alone.
The Commission’s work is influenced by the various interests
that Jyrki depicted above, but we must admit that those interests
are totally understandable and logical. If most of us were in their
proponents’ shoes, we would be doing the same. Most of those
viewpoints are also justified.
What Jyrki is arguing is that when you, as an organisation (say
PPL/IR Europe), are trying to influence regulators, it would be
good to remember that there is never any simple, single objective
truth behind any initiative. If you wish to influence things, you
need to first understand where other people are coming from. Once
you understand those who want something different to you, you
can start proposing a solution and, by necessity, that solution will
always be a compromise so as to get everyone on board. It’s not
simple; it’s always messy and imperfect, but ultimately the system
keeps limping towards a better future.
And it sure beats every country trying to do their own global
solutions separately…

Foreflight moves into Europe
Wolfgang Oestreich, Support Manager
Foreflight was founded in 2007 in the US as a flight planning
application to be used principally on the Apple iPad. It is still only
available on Apple devices.
In 2016, Foreflight expanded its coverage to Europe with

NEW MEMBERS

acquiring a base initially in Denmark but now with team members
in Denmark, Germany, Austria, UK, and Finland. In the last two
years, Foreflight Europe developed Jepp Flight deck Pro, an allnew application for airlines as a contractor to Jeppesen. This
project apparently went well. The close cooperation with Jeppesen
had started in 2017 with the agreement to make Jeppesen charts
available on Foreflight. Finally, this year, Boeing, Jeppesen’s
parent company, purchased Foreflight.
Foreflight has some 200 employees in the US – more of the
half of them hold pilot licenses. In Europe, there are now over 30
employees and, in addition, have the use of a close cooperation
with the resources provided by Jeppesen.
Foreflight Europe has accepted the challenge of dealing with
the differences of rules and procedures in Europe and has put and
is putting considerable effort to tailor the application to the needs
of European based pilots. Foreflight now also provides worldwide
coverage. While Wolfgang described the many features of the
current Foreflight software, this is best understood by going to the
Foreflight web site foreflight.com or for specific questions team@
foreflight.com . Wolfgang’s email is wolfgang@foreflight.com.
Wolfgang highlighted one or two features that at present are
unique to foreflight.
• SETOPS Single engine turbine operations. The planning
software will plot safe route briefing documents providing
help with alternate airports and gliding advice, should an
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aircraft lose its one engine in flight. EASA requirements for
commercial operations of single engine turbine aircraft in
IFR conditions or at night require the pilot to plan for the loss
of the engine. Foreflight also plans to provide a Safe Route
‘light’ for single engine aircraft which has simpler but similar
information. Foreflight also provides graphic glide advice to
allow a pilot in difficulties to know his gliding range and the
airports within reach.
• Foreflight can provide synthetic vision for certain airports.
○○ Jeppesen European VFR charts and airport plates are
available in the App as an add-on. IFR Jeppesen charts
are available for a subscription as well.
○○ Dr Golze’s satellite phone based in flight can be integrated
into Foreflight
• Upcoming items include:
○○ Graphical Notams
○○ Route constraints
○○ Airspace alerts, take-off and landing performance
calculations etc.
Wolfgang said that, with the resources of Jeppesen and Boeing,
he anticipates significant further developments in the European
product in the near future.

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to new and re-joining members
William Allen

Vincent Jones

Jean Michel Samoyau

Jean-René Beauvais

Frantisek Jun

Pascal Schermesser

Ulrich Beckert

Nikolas Kroencke

Eddie Seymour

Andreas Bunning

Martin Kubis

Ian Sheppard

Volkan Cakmakci

Andrew Lawson-Tancred

Tomasz Skomorowski

Simon Chilcott

Hans Leideman

Peter Sowood

Dobroslav Chrobak

Philippe Martin

John Stephen

Paul Costers

David Medcraft

Eugen Stieger

Gus Denovan

Ronan Murphy

Stephen Strubel

Cedric Dupont

Leonard Ormsby

Jean-Philippe Van Damme

David Effemey

Per Ottesen

Rick van der Sluis

Paul Elmer

Patrick Petit

Karl Veider

Richard Evans

David Pickering

Ferdinand Verveckken

Matthias Gurris

Derrick Potton

Stephan Volkland

Isidor Hagl

Alexander Quessy

Rene Wagner

Antoine Hamdan

Marc Rasquin

Markus Wagner

Bent Hamnes

Mikko Riepula

Urs Wildermuth

Philipp Hochstaffl

Kieran Rogan

David Youngs

David Hoy

Torkell Saetervadet
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TRAVEL

BUY A TBM
The new 330 Kts TBM 910
& TBM 930 are certified,
efficient and bullet proof
performers. Call today
to tailor your own and
enjoy exceptional speed,
range and payload with no
compromise!

TRADING
Choose from great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM
or sell your aircraft. Call or
check our inventory online
at : www.flyingsmart.aero

MANAGEMENT
Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our
total care management
program.

w w w . F LY I N G s m a r t . a e r o
UK : +44 1959 58 12 18
USA: +1 (213) 973-3337
France : +33 638 35 75 92
info@FLYINGsmart.aero

SET IMC EASA
APPROVED
FIRST UK SINGLE
ENGINE TURBINE ON
AOC IS A TBM 900 !

TRAVEL
FLYING Smart provides
a secured framework for
pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers
8 locations across Belgium,
France and the U.K. We also
help to ferry your airplane or
plan your dream trip!

